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CHAPTER 17

ACTIVE HAPTIC EXPLORATION OF
DEFORMABLE OBJECTS
DOMINGUEZ-RAMIREZ, O.A. & PARRA-VEGA, V.
Abstract: An haptic interface allows the interaction among a human operator and a
virtual environment defined in a computer, the haptic interaction with a virtual object
establishes a kinesthetic sensation to the user. During the random exploration of the
virtual object in the haptic device workspace, the human operator perceives reaction
forces and of opposition to its voluntary motion, these can arise for the presence of
virtual objects synthesized with base in the methods dedicated for this purpose
wherein the main scheme, in many works, is based on the penalty method. However,
when the object is deformable, the penalty method cannot compute properly the
shape and roughness since the contact force ignores the inherent deformation of the
object. It is well accepted that to better perceive a given virtual object, it is relevant
to yield some surface properties of the object, for instance the shape through the
normal contact force, the roughness by the sliding friction, and the texture as a
combination of both of them. In contrast to the penalty method, if the contact force is
computed using the constrained Lagrangian, this force depends on the dynamic
deformation of the object. In this work, a constrained Lagrangian-based oriented
framework is proposed to compute the contact force dynamically, in such a way that
it can easily realize these effects over implicit dynamical objects. Experimental
results using PHANToM on deformable and undeformable virtual objects with
surface properties are presented and discussed.
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